
	 BOX	FILLING	MACHINE	ROG2

Capacity up	to	43,000	boxes	/	hour

Speed 36	-	50	r.p.m.

Attendants 2-3

Power required 0.75	kW

Air pressure 0,6	MPa

Air consumption 2	m3	free	air	/	hour

Net weight 10,000	kg

Gross weight 12,000	kg

Shipping volume 31	m3

TECHNICAL	SPECIFICATIONS

Spare part orders and service, new machine inquiries, mechanical repairs and  
preventive maintenance, contact us at info@arenco.com or call +46 480 945 00

Labelling equipement

Power required 3	kW

Net weight 650	kg

Gross weight 850	kg

Shipping volume 2.6	m3



Arenco–ROG2 Box Filling Machine 
DESCRIPTION	OF	FEATURES
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The box filling machine type ROG 2 has 
been designed for attachment to a conti-
nuous match making machine of type KO, 
KL or KH. The machine is thus integrated 
with the continuous machine, the plate 
mat of which travels to the ejection station 
of the filling machine.
The filling machine is driven by the con-
tinuous machine through a transmission 
shaft placed either above or below floor 
level. The two machines thereby form a 
single unit, generally known as a filling 
continuous machine.
The filling machine is fed with empty, 
separate inner and outer boxes to the 
two box feed stations on each side of the 
machine, from where they are pushed on 
to box conveyors. These box conveyors, 
consisting of steel bands with screw-fixed 
box holders, travel under and across the 
plate mat, past the working stations of the 
machine. Eight respectively six box hol-
ders are fed at each intermission of each 
conveyor, giving a feed capacity to the 
filling station of 16 respectively 12 boxes 
per stroke.
As a standard feature the filling machine is 
equipped with a central lubricating system.

Box band drives (fig. 1)
For the purpose of a smoother run of the 
box conveyors, the filling machine is equip-
ped with a built-in index mechanism. In ad-
dition, the installation of this new feature 
has resulted in an improved function of 
the entire machine.

Box feed (fig. 2)
The inner and outer box feed devices are 
placed to give straight-line feed from a KEB 
machine. Boxes/must arrive straightened 
at the filling machine.

Device or removal
of inverted inner boxes (fig. 3)
The rejection device is placed immedia-
tely before the filling station. When the 
box conveyor is at a standstill the rubber 
coated wheels descend, rotating freely in 
correctly turned boxes. Inverted boxes are 
swept off the conveyor through contact 
with the rotating wheels. 

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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Filling
The plate mat is driven through the filling 
machine under the match ejection beam 
and needle bars by two pairs of driving 
wheels. The ejection beam, which moves 
in a vertical plane, carries two needle bars, 
each of which punches out 3, 4 or 5 rows 
of matches simultaneously (corresponding 
to gear ratios of 1:3. 1:4 or 1:5 respectively 
between the filling and continuous machi-
nes). The needle bars are placed above 
each inner box band.
Matches ejected from the plate mat drop 
through 24 funnels; into the filler cups 
which are open at the top (fig. 4).
The cups in the apportioning beam have 
a sliding side wall that opens after having 
turned 90° degrees to permit the matches 
to fall horizontally into the inner boxes (fig. 
5).
The bottoms of cups are adjustable for dif-
ferent stick lengths.
In order to prevent loose matches jam-
ming in the funnels, the outer walls of the 
funnels part after each ejection stroke. 
Jammed matches are freed, and fall away 
as waste.

Between intermissions the box conveyors 
advance a distance corresponding to eight 
respectively six boxes. At each intermis-
sion, each of the 24 filling assemblies 
delivers one third respectively one fourth 
of the total number of matches to be fil-
led into each box. Thus, every box stops 
beneath a filler cup three times before it is 
full. This method allows ample time for the 
matches to settle, and makes for well-
ordered filling.
This three respectively four stage filling 
process also minimizes the likelihood of 
irregular box contents which might be 
caused by a line of empty holes on a splint 
bar, resulting for instance from an obstruc-
tion at splint insertion on the continuous 
machine.
 

Fig. 4

Fig. 5 Fig. 6
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An adjustable amplitude vibrator is fitted 
beneath the inner box conveyor where 
it passes below the filling station. This 
further assists the excellent filling that is a 
feature of this machine.
A given box contents from this combina-
tion of continuous and filling machines is 
dependent upon the following factors:
The setting of splints in the plate mat;
The number of rows of splints ejected at 
each stroke of the needle bars (i.e. the 
gear ratio);
The number of boxes fed to the filling sta-
tion at each advance of the box conveyor.
The maximum setting of splints in the 
plate mat will give maximum box contents 
for each gear ratio. If lower box contents 
are required, lines of splints may have to 
be omitted at splint insertion. This is done 
by the use of different feed combs and 
grooved plates.

Magnetic vibration after filling (fig. 6)
After filling, the boxes are again subjected 
to vibration. This has the effect of aligning 
any matches that may have fallen obliquely 
into the boxes. The intensity of vibration is 
adjustable.

Removal of loose matches and outer 
boxes (fig. 7)
This device is situated after filling, and 
between the magnetic vibration unit and 
the first stage of box closing. When the 
box conveyor is at a standstill, a feeler 
descends. Should this contact an inner 
box, nothing happens, but if an inner box 
is missing the unrestricted descent of the 
feeler activates a magnetic compressed air 
valve. The loose portion of matches and 
corresponding outer box are blown off the 
conveyor by a stream of compressed air.

Box closing
This is a two-stage process, to minimize 
the possibility of any projecting matches 
being crushed into the box.
In the first stage a device dilates the outer 
box, after which a plunger half-closes the 
box (fig. 8). The box-closing plunger is 
equipped with an overload mechanism 
which both stops the plunger and cuts off 
the power to the machine (by means of a 
micro switch) in the event of excessive re-
sistance. The boxes are closed completely 
at the second-stage closing station.

Match counter (fig. 9)
The filling machine is provided with a 
match counter which consists of an oscil-
lating hopper and a counting device. The 
matches manually emptied into the hop-
per are automatically supplied one by one 
through the counter.

Fig. 7

Fig. 8
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Accessory equipment
Labelling (fig. 10)
The machine can be provided with a label-
ling unit. This is then fitted immediately 
before the filling station and consists of:

Glue container, with a square, intermit-
tently rotating roller on which glue is 
spread before being transferred to a foam 
plastic glue applicator mounted on a 
swinging boom. This applicator glues 16 
respectively. 12 boxes simultaneously.

Label magazine with a label applicator unit 
and the Affixing device. Labels are trans-
ferred by suction from the magazine to 
the boxes. The suction cups are mounted 
in a flexible tube connected to a vacuum 
pump. When the labels are being affixed 
the boxes are held firmly in position on the 
box conveyor.

Label pressing unit, with plastic foam 
pressure pads.
 
Inspection table (fig. 11)
Boxes are transferred from box closing 
to the inspection table, along which they 
move in 16 res-pectively 12 rows at a uni-
form, slow speed. The available length for 
inspection of the boxes is about 2.5 m.

Side discharge
of boxes (fig. 11)
The inspection table is normally supp-
lied with an arrangement to permit the 
discharge of boxes in 2 rows to a box con-
veyor type KU 1, from which they are fed 
to a friction painting machine type SAB.
Boxes drop through the inspection table to 
a pair of conveyors moving at right angle 
across and under the table. Discharge can 
be changed to trays, without interrupting 
machine operation, by covering the holes 
in the table with pneumatically operated 
flaps.
The machine can be delivered without this 
alternative means of discharge.

Discharge into trays (fig. 11)
In addition to right-angled side discharge, 
boxes can be discharged into trays in the 
normal way. They are fed down at the end 
of the inspection table, and drop to stand 
upright on the trays.

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Fig. 11
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2x8 boxes / stroke 
speed 45 r.p.m.

Num. of matches / box = 30 - 54 

Capacity	boxes/hour	
=	43,200
With	labeling
=	42,200

speed 36 r.p.m.

Num. of matches / box = 56 - 66

Capacity	boxes/hour
=	34,560
With	labeling
=	33,800

2x6 boxes / stroke
speed 50 r.p.m.

Num. of matches / box = 56 - 72

Capacity	boxes/hour	
=	36,000
With	labeling
=	35,200

speed 40 r.p.m.

Num. of matches / box = 75 - 85

Capacity	boxes/hour	
=	28,800
With	labeling
=	28,200

Production Capacity for various match con-

Spare part orders and service, new machine inquiries, mechanical repairs and  
preventive maintenance, contact us at info@arenco.com or call +46 480 945 00


